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Andy G, Terry D, the Brave Tea-lady and the Evil Bee
Griffiths, Andy and Denton, Terry
Andy G and Terry D are being chased by an evil
bee.

Ed and Ted and Ted's Dog Fred Counterpack
Griffiths, Andy and Denton, Terry
Includes 20 copies x ISBN 9781742613000 Ed and
Ted and Ted's Dog Fred

Thank goodness for the tea-lady and her bravery.
A rhyming story of mischief and mayhem that will
delight everyone, especially beginner readers,
accompanied by Terry Denton's energetically comic
illustrations.
This story first appeared in 'The Cat on the Mat is
Flat', which featured a collection of short stories.
The original black and white illustrations are now in
colour, and the story has been redesigned in a
larger format.
Suitable for ages 3 - 103
Pan Australia • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781742613017

$6.99

Andy G, Terry D, the Brave Tea-lady Counterpack
Griffiths, Andy and Denton, Terry
Includes 20 copies x ISBN 9781742613017 Andy G,
Terry D, the Brave Tea-lady and the Evil Bee

Pan Australia • Pack • Point Of Sale

9789991303154

$139.80

Raven Flight: Shadowfell 2
Marillier, Juliet
Neryn thought she had lost everything and could
trust no one, not even her mysterious companion,
Flint. But when she finds refuge at the rebel base of
Shadowfell and discovers her canny gift as a Caller,
she feels the first stirrings of hope. Now she faces a
perilous journey with the rebel Tali and the Good
Folk, who shadow her steps. She must find the
three Guardians who can teach her how to use her
unwieldy gift - one that it is rumoured could amass a
powerful army. Can Neryn master her magical
power to save Alban from King Keldec's
stranglehold? Or will she be too late?
The second thrilling book in "The Shadowfell" trilogy
by one of Australia's most loved fantasy writers.

Pan Australia • Pack • Point Of Sale

9789991303147

$139.80

Ed and Ted and Ted's Dog Fred
Griffiths, Andy and Denton, Terry
When Ted's dog Fred bites Ed on the head, Ed
sees red!
A tale of fast cars, spills and thrills, and a whale
called Ned.
A rhyming story of mischief and mayhem that will
delight everyone, especially beginner readers,
accompanied by Terry Denton's energetically comic
illustrations.
This story first appeared in 'The Cat on the Mat is
Flat', which featured a collection of short stories.
The original black and white illustrations are now in
colour, and the story has been redesigned in a
larger format.
Pan Australia • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781742613000

$6.99

Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781742612249

$16.99

Brooklyn Girls
Burgess, Gemma
Pia is living the dream: fresh out of college and
sharing a house in Brooklyn with her best friends.
So why is everything so complicated? A drunken
indiscretion has led to the loss of her boring office
job, while her love life is a dizzy mess of accidental
hook-ups and heartbreak... Her parents don't trust
her and, if she doesn't sort her life out soon, they're
going to make her move back in with them... But all
that's nothing compared to the kind of trouble she's
about to face. At least she can rely on her friends Coco, Angie, Julia and Madeleine. But how much
can she really expect them to put up with?

Quercus • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781782067337

$16.99

Demon Trappers, The: Forsaken / Forbidden
Oliver, Jana
'Forsaken': Riley has always wanted to be a Demon
Trapper like her father, and she's already following
in his footsteps as one of the best. But it's tough
being the only girl in an all-guy world, especially
when three of those guys start making her life more
complicated: Simon, the angelic apprentice who has
heaven on his side; Beck, the tough trapper who
thinks he's God's gift, and Ori, the strikingly sexy
stranger who keeps turning up to save her ass.
'Forbidden': Riley's beginning to think being a
Demon Trapper isn't all it's cracked up to be. Her
dad's been stolen by a necromancer, her boyfriend's
gone all weird and she's getting warm and fuzzy
feelings for someone who's seriously bad news. It's
tempting to give it all up and try to be normal, but
that's not an option.
Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447241744

$16.99

Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou!*
Donaldson, Julia

Lunchtime
Cobb, Rebecca
At lunchtime, Mum said, "Eat up."
I said, "No thanks, I'm a bit too busy."
It's lunchtime for one little girl, but she's just not
hungry. A visiting crocodile, bear and wolf, however,
are starving. It's just as well that children taste
revolting!
A beautifully illustrated tale of food, friendship and
fun.

Macmillan • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9780230749535

$14.99

Lost For Words
Russell, Natalie

Illustrator: George, Karen

A beautiful book about the importance of art - and
the joy of having good friends.

Will anything wake Lydia Lou?
A little ghost tries to give Lydia Lou a scare... but he
can't even wake her up. So he fetches his noisy
animal friends to help:
Mew! Moo! Too-whit too-whoo!
Wake up do, Lydia Lou!
Will anything ever wake her?
A gentle and playful bedtime read from the author of
'The Gruffalo', full of fun sounds which children will
love to join in with time and time again.
Macmillan • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781447209577

$14.99

Paper Dolls, The*
Donaldson, Julia

Tapir and his friends all have nice new notebooks,
just waiting to be filled. Giraffe decides to write a
poem, Hippo writes a story and Flamingo composes
a beautiful song. But poor Tapir can't think of
anything to write - and the harder he tries the more
upset he becomes! But everything starts to change
when Tapir stops trying to write, and instead he
begins to draw...
An uplifting and inspiring story about friendship and
finding your feet, with the reassuring message that
we are all unique and all good at something.

Macmillan • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9780230712195

$26.99

Where in the Alphabet is Ethan the Echidna? (2nd ed)
McCarthy, Seamus

Illustrator: Cobb, Rebecca

Illustrator: Blokkeerus, Jodi

The breathtakingly beautiful story of one little girl
and her five paper dolls.

Local illustrator Jodi Blokkeerus has teamed up with
entertaining children's author Seamus McCarthy to
bring you an alphabet book full of mystery and
intrigue. Ethan the Echidna is on the hunt for the
missing toys and you must help him find them and
his way through the alphabet from A to Z.

A string of paper dolls go on a fantastical adventure
through the house and out into the garden. They
soon escape the clutches of the toy dinosaur and
the snapping jaws of the oven-glove crocodile, but
then a very real pair of scissors threatens.
A stunning, rhythmical story of childhood, memory
and the power of imagination from the author of
'The Gruffalo', and new illustrating talent Rebecca
Cobb.

Macmillan • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781447220145

$14.99

My Grandpa
Altes, Marta

9781922175113

$19.99

My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish: The Sea-Quel
O'Hara, Mo

My Grandpa is getting old. But that's how he is, and
that's why I love him.
A moving and memorable book about the very
special relationship between an elderly grandfather
and his adoring grandson, this unique look at old
age through the eyes of a young bear is big-hearted,
poignant and beautifully observed.
A stunning picture book debut from Marta Altés, an
exciting new writing and illustrating talent.

Macmillan • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781447202592

Brolga • H/B • Picture Storybooks

$14.99

When Tom saved Frankie the goldfish from near
death (by zapping him with a battery), Frankie
somehow became a big fat zombie goldfish with
hypnotic powers. Now Frankie is one lethal fish with
a mind of his own (good job Frankie has appointed
himself as Tom's bodyguard). When Tom takes
Frankie on a trip to the seaside, they meet a strange
old lighthouse keeper who warns them about the
Evil Eel of Eel Bay - and sure enough, one lightning
storm later, Frankie is embroiled in a fishy stand-off
with a super zombie eel. In the second story, all
eyes are on Frankie as he takes on a starring role in
the school play!

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447228196

$9.99

Downside Up
Long, Hayley

Dear Zoo Spin and Say
Campbell, Rod

Ronnie is totally bored. She lives in a crap, boring
town with her crap, boring family, and all she wants
is to escape and have the kind of life she reads
about in magazines.
Sometimes Ronnie makes stuff up, just to keep
things interesting. Not lies, exactly, more like
massive, outrageous, whopping great fibs. The
thing is, people have stopped believing anything she
says - she's turning into The Girl Who Cried
'Beyonce is Totally My Cousin's Best Friend'.
Then one day Ronnie gets knocked out in a head to
head dodgem collision. When she wakes up, her life
has been turned uʍop əp!sdn and nothing will ever
be the same again...
Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447220084

$14.99

Penelope Crumb Follows Her Nose
Stout, Shawn

Rod Campbell's classic lift-the-flap book 'Dear Zoo'
has delighted generations of toddlers, and now fans
can enjoy a brilliant early learning spinner book.
This unique board book, which features two
spinners inside, is perfect for teaching simple
concepts and first words, including numbers and
colours. The sturdy pages are packed with
everyone's favourite animal friends from 'Dear Zoo',
as well as new wild animals and pets, and there's a
different question on every spread. How many?
Who's that animal? What colour? Simply spin the
wheel, point and say!

Macmillan • Board • Pop-up and Lift-the-Flap Books

9780230770195

$19.99

Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou!
Donaldson, Julia

Penelope Crumb has her grandpa's nose. She'd
love to meet the rest of him, but her family haven't
seen him since her dad died.

Illustrator: George, Karen

So one day Penelope and her friend Lizzie Maple
set out on a quest across town to track down
Grandpa Felix. But what if Grandpa Felix doesn't
want to be found?

A little ghost tries to give Lydia Lou a scare... but he
can't even wake her up. So he fetches his noisy
animal friends to help:

Will anything wake Lydia Lou?

Mew! Moo! Too-whit too-whoo!
Penelope Crumb, however, is not the type of girl to
take no for an answer.
A hilarious story about complicated families, loyal
friends and big noses, with all the humour of Clarice
Bean and all the heart of Jacqueline Wilson.

Quercus • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781782062592

$12.99

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 2: Race Against Time
Cottrell Boyce, Frank
The second official sequel to Ian Fleming's 'Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang', written by one of the country's
favourite authors
Fly back in time with the greatest car ever made!
Uh-oh! Chitty Chitty Bang Bang is stuck in reverse.
And Little Harry's pressed a button that means she's
reversing through time - with the Tootings aboard.
When they finally come to a stop, it's at the feet of a
very hungry-looking T-Rex. How are the Tootings and Chitty - going to get out of this one? More fun,
fast, feel-good adventure with the world's greatest
car... driven by the world's most hapless family.

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9780330544207

$14.99

Space: The Whole Whizz Bang Story
Murphy, Glenn
What is a black hole? How do we know that stars
and galaxies are billions of years old? What is the
difference between stars and planets? Glenn
Murphy, author of 'Why is Snot Green?', answers
these and a lot of other brilliant questions in this
funny and informative book.
Packed with doodles and information about all sorts
of incredible things, like supermassive black holes,
galaxies, telescopes, planets, solar flares,
constellations, eclipses and red dwarfs, this book
contains absolutely no boring bits!

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: Science and Technology

9781447226239

$12.99

Wake up do, Lydia Lou!
Will anything ever wake her?
A gentle and playful bedtime read from the author of
'The Gruffalo', full of fun sounds which children will
love to join in with time and time again.
Macmillan • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9781447209560

$26.99

Time for Bed, Tilly!
Sim, David
A perfect read-together book!
This new series is all about negotiating the everyday
problems that toddlers encounter, and in 'Time For
Bed, Tilly!' we meet an energetic Tiger who is
always on the go! Parents and children will enjoy
the familiar bedtime routine and finding out what
Tilly is getting up to behind the flaps when she's
meant to be getting ready for bed!
With sturdy, board pages, fun flaps to lift and
reassuring endings these books are designed
especially for reading together with your toddler.

Campbell Books • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9780230766945

$12.99

Be Quiet, Bertha!
Sim, David
A perfect read-together book! This new series is all
about negotiating the everyday problems that
toddlers encounter, and in 'Be Quiet, Bertha!' we
meet an adorable elephant who just can't keep
quiet... even when she's asleep! Fortunately Bertha
learns that even though she makes lots of mistakes,
there are some situations where it's good to be
noisy. With sturdy, board pages, fun flaps to lift,
familiar muddles and reassuring endings these
books are designed especially for reading together
with your toddler.

Campbell Books • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9780230766969

$12.99

Whizzy Wheels: Tractor
Billet, Marion
Young children just love things that go, and here is a book they can
spend hours pushing along the floor as well as reading!
Follow the red tractor as it gets busy helping out around the farm. There's
masses of detail and plenty to talk about on every page, plus lots of farm
animals to spot. The perfect book for vehicle-mad toddlers.

Campbell Books • Board • Picture Storybooks

9780230768642

$12.99

Whizzy Wheels: Digger
Billet, Marion
Young children just love things that go, and here is a book they can
spend hours pushing along the floor as well as reading!
Follow the yellow digger as it gets busy helping out on lots of different
building sites. There's masses of detail and plenty to talk about on every
page, plus lots of other busy vehicles to spot. The perfect book for
vehicle-mad toddlers.
Campbell Books • Board • Picture Storybooks

9780230768659

$12.99

Playtime
Hello Baby Play and Learn
• Large-size board book with an interactive play bar for busy, interested
babies
• Introduces key times in a baby's day, from playtime to bathtime to
bedtime
• With pictures of toys, clothes, food and more to look at, plus striking
spots, stripes, stars and other high-contrast patterns
• Includes a shiny mirror to look into, and a fun activity bar with three
moving, noisy novelties for babies to reach out for and play with
Priddy Books • Board • Baby Books

9781849158503

$9.99

• Numbers from 1-10, and black, white, blue, red and more are
represented by high-contrast images of toys, food and other familiar
objects
• Each book has a play bar - a bar with five fun beads to spin in
'Numbers' - to engage babies, stimulate their interest and senses, and
encourage hand-eye coordination
• Simple word labels help language development and build vocabulary
Priddy Books • Board • Baby Books

$6.99

• Black, white, blue, red and more are represented by high-contrast
images of toys, food and other familiar objects
• Each book has a play bar - a noisy ratchet to play with in 'Colours' - to
engage babies, stimulate their interest and senses, and encourage handeye coordination
• Simple word labels help language development and build vocabulary

Priddy Books • Board • Baby Books

$6.99

Faces
Hello Baby Board Books
A chunky board book for babies in the "Hello Baby" brand
• With simply illustrated images of different faces to look at
• Pictures are set against alternating black-and-white backgrounds and
are designed with bold colours to stimulate baby's vision
• Clear text labels introduce key first words

Priddy Books • Board • Baby Books

9781849158770

$5.99

On the Go
Hello Baby Board Books
A chunky board book for babies in the "Hello Baby" brand
• With simply illustrated images of busy things on the go
• Pictures are set against alternating black-and-white backgrounds and
are designed with bold colours to stimulate baby's vision
• Clear text labels introduce key first words

Priddy Books • Board • Baby Books

9781849158787

• With simply illustrated images of very first animals
• Pictures are set against alternating black-and-white backgrounds and
are designed with bold colours to stimulate baby's vision
• Clear text labels introduce key first words

Priddy Books • Board • Baby Books

9781849158305

$5.99

Words
Hello Baby Board Books
A chunky board book for babies in the "Hello Baby" brand
• With simply illustrated images of first objects
• Pictures are set against alternating black-and-white backgrounds and
are designed with bold colours to stimulate baby's vision
• Clear text labels introduce key first words

Priddy Books • Board • Baby Books

9781849158312

$5.99

Bathtime Bath Book
Hello Baby
Wipe-clean, water-resistant PVA books for wet bathtimes
• Babies will love to touch, hold and squeeze the tactile, foam-padded
pages
• High-contrast images of bath toys, fish and more to look at when
splashing in the bath
• Each picture has a clear word label
• Packaged in a high-quality bag

9781849158480

$9.99

Mealtime High Chair Book
Hello Baby
Wipe-clean, water-resistant PVA books for messy mealtimes
• Babies will love to touch, hold and squeeze the tactile, foam-padded
pages
• High-contrast images introduce first mealtime objects, including food
and cutlery
• Each picture has a clear word label
• Packaged in a high-quality bag
Priddy Books • Bath • Baby Books

Colours
Hello Baby Play and Learn

9781849158527

A chunky board book for babies in the "Hello Baby" brand

Priddy Books • Bath • Baby Books

Numbers
Hello Baby Play and Learn

9781849158510

Animals
Hello Baby Board Books

$5.99

9781849158497

$9.99

